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thousand times no." One felt as he said it that here was
something for which he was prepared to go to the stake, or
rather its modern equivalent, the political wilderness. It :s
his essential disinterestedness and honesty of purpose that has
impressed the foreigner. They feel that Albion could never
be perfidious if he was in charge of her foreign aftairs.'
The writer went on to praise Eden's great political courage.
' I talked to him on the eve of his last visit to Geneva when, so
far as the dispute between Italy and Abyssinia was concerned,
all seemed lost and a march to Walwal with all its incal-
culable repercussions on the European situation appeared
only a matter of days. " The League must stand firm/' he
said to me; cc it cannot afford another Manchuria! " '
He had winning ways with all his colleagues. He knew
how to deal with foreign correspondents. His powers of con-
centration and industry at Geneva rivalled those of Lord
Curzon. It was more than a mere misunderstanding of the
position of Lord Privy Seal that invariably brought him the
name in the foreign Press of £ Lord ' Eden. His fluent
French attracted the Quai d'Orsay. His war record impressed
the Wilhelmstrasse. The German Press paid to him in their
opinion the greatest compliment within their power by
describing him as a * Front Soldat *, but * his sensitive mind
reacts against the idea of distinction.' The story of the state
shooting party in Sweden is then cited. ' An elk suddenly
came into view, and Eden, as the distinguished guest, was
naturally accorded the privilege of shooting it. But all he
could say was " Isn't it a beauty! " and the beast bounded
past untouched.* Would he attain the position of Foreign
Secretary? In terms of his Parliamentary technique and
popularity his chance was good. His speeches were quiet,
confident, polished, but his progress has been too easy. . . .
How would he shape, for instance, as Minister of Labour—
would he be able to retrieve a critical situation or dominate
an angry Opposition when something more was required
than grace and charm? Is he, in a word, a little too precious?
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